
Dear Future CALCULUS Student,

I am looking forward to teaching the AP Calculus AB class this coming year and hope that
you are looking forward to the class as well.  Here a few things you need to know prior to
the beginning of  the 2021-2022 school year.

You will need to purchase a textbook.  If  you didnot purchase a book from a previous AP--
Calculus student, you will need to do so over the summer.  You might check online sources
(eBay, half.com, etc.) for lower cost books.  Local bookstores and/or full price online
sources can also order a new text for you.  The textbook is: Calculus: Graphical, Numerical,
Algebraic (Third Edition) by Finney, Demana, Waits and Kennedy.  The publisher is

Pearson/Prentice Hall.  The ISBN is 0-13-201408-4.

Take care to avoid two previous versions still available through sellers: one by this publisher
(ISBN: 0-13-063131-0) and one by Addison-Wesley (ISBN 0-201-21445-8) as well as any
newer versions.  Please be sure to order the correct text!
If  you have any difficulties purchasing the text orhave other questions, please contact me at
andrea_wiseman@dpsk12.org  OR andrea.wiseman@dpsk12.net. (I will be unable to answer
email the first two weeks of  June and will check onlyperiodically after that, so responses may
be delayed.)

Over the summer, please do the following:
1.  Get a textbook. (See me before summer if  youneed a text.)
2.  Complete the summer assignment – attached in this document.
3. Prepare for your first test (over the summer assignment). The test will
happen during the first week of  school.  I will announcethe exact date in
August.

More than likely, this class will be the most challenging math class you have ever taken.  As
always, I have high expectations for you.  We will be moving at a college pace doing college
level work.  Be prepared, mentally.  You CAN do this! But, you need to know that you will
have to work hard!  I look forward to seeing you in the fall, teaching you and exploring the
“coolness” of  calculus with you.  Enjoy your summer!

Sincerely,
Andréa Wiseman, NBCT
Mathematics Teacher
Denver School of  the Arts Room 205
andrea_wiseman@dpsk12.org  OR andrea.wiseman@dpsk12.net.



AP CALCULUS SUMMER WORKSHEET

DUE: First Day of School, 2021
Complete this assignment at your leisure during the summer.  I strongly recommend
you complete a little each week.  The assignment is designed to help you become
more comfortable with your graphing calculator, review basic algebra skills, review
basic trigonometry skills, and review families of functions.   It is important for you
to review or gain these skills during the summer so that we can spend our time
talking about calculus.   The more solid your skills, the more comfortable and
successful you’ll be in Calculus! ☺

Families of Functions:
Goals:  You should be able to recognize each type of parent function.  You should be
able to identify each type of transformation.  You should be able to identify the
domain and range as well as any special characteristics of each function based on its
“family” and its transformations.
Using your graphing calculator, re-familiarize yourself with the basic functions and their
transformations.  Graph each parent function.  One by one, on the same window as the
parent function, graph each transformed function. Be able to describe the transformations
caused by each constant.  If an answer can be used more than once, feel free to say “see
question #x.”
NOTE:  The graphing is designed to help you recall information.  If you already know
the answers to the questions, feel free to skip the graphing.

1) y = x2

a) y = x2 – 5 b) y = x2 + 3 c) y = x2 + 0.23 d) y = x2 – 0.34
e) y = (x – 5)2 f) y = (x + 3)2 g) y = (x + ½ )2 h) y = (x – 1/3 )2

i) y = 4x2 j) y = .25x2 k) y = -x2 l) y = -3.5x2

QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a(x – h)2 + k, define how a, h and
k transform the function.

2) y = x3

a) y = x3 – 5 b) y = x3 + 3 c) y = x3 + 0.23 d) y = x3 – 0.34
e) y = (x – 5)3 f) y = (x + 3)3 g) y = (x + ½ )3 h) y = (x – 1/3 )3

i) y = 4x3 j) y = .25x3 k) y = -x3 l) y = -3.5x3

QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a(x – h)3 + k, define how a, h and
k transform the function.

3) y = sin(x) (Be sure to use radian mode!)
a) y = sin(x – 4) b) y = sin ( x + π/2) c) y = sin(x) + 5
d) y = sin(x) – 6 e) y = sin(2x) f) y = sin(1/4 x)
g) y = 2sin(x) h) y = ¼ sin(x) i) y = -3sin(x)
j) y = sin(2x – 8) *How is this equation similar to two other equations above?
k) y=



QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a sin(b(x – h)) + k define how a,
b, h and k transform the function.

4) Repeat question 3 using cos(x) instead of sin(x).

5) y = = x1/2𝑥
a) y = 4 b) y = -3 c) y = ½ d) y = -1/3𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥
e) y = f) y = g) y = h) y =4𝑥 9𝑥 𝑥 − 4 𝑥 + 6
i)  y = + 7 j) y = - 3𝑥 𝑥
QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a + k, define how a, b,𝑏(𝑥 − ℎ)
h, and k transform the function.

6) y = log10x = log x
a) y = log (x + 3) b) y = log (x – 5) c) y = log x + 7
d) y = log x – 9 f) y = 3 log x g) y = ½ log x
h) y = -4 log x i) y = log4 x j) y = log5 x
QUESTIONS: (Answer in a full sentence.)
Given y = a logb (x – h) + k, define how a, b, h, and k transform the function.
Why can b NOT be a negative value?

7) y = ex

a) y = 4ex b) y = -3ex c) y = e(x – 4) d) y = e(x + 8)

e) y = ex + 4 f) y= ex – 3 g) y = ½ ex

QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a e(x – h) + k, define how a, h, and k
transform the function.

8) y = ax

a) y = 2x b) y = 3x c) y = (1/2)x d) y = 3(2x)
e) y = 2(x – 4) f) y = 3( x + 5) g) y = 2x + 5 i) y =  3x - 7
QUESTION: (Answer in a full sentence.)    Given y = a(b(x – h)) + k, define how a, b, h,
and k transform the function.

9) y = 1/x
a) y = 1/(x – 2) b) y = 1/(x + 4) c) y = 1/x   + 6
d) y = 1/x   - 4 e) y = 5/x f) y = -3/x
QUESTIONS: (Answer in full sentences.)  Given y = a/(x – h) + k, explain how a, h, and
k affect the parent function.  Explain how to identify the vertical asymptote.  Then
explain why your process works.

Trigonometry:
GOAL:  To know the unit circle by heart, be able to use the unit circle when a
calculator is not allowed to evaluate trigonometric functions, and to solve
trigonometric equations with or without a calculator.



10) Recall that:
sec(x) = 1/cos(x) csc(x) = 1/sin(x) and cot(x) = 1/tan(x)

Use these trigonometric identities to review and become familiar with the graphs of
sec(x), csc(x) and cot(x).

QUESTION:  Why can’t we graph sec(x) by graphing y = cos-1(x)?  Your answer should
include a clear differentiation of a reciprocal function and an inverse function.

11) MEMORIZE the unit circle.   Be prepared to explain the unit circle and to use the
unit circle to find the sine, cosine, tangent, secant, cosecant, and cotangent of the angles
π,  π/2 , π/3, π/4, π/6  and their multiples without a calculator.

12) MEMORIZE basic trig identities.  Know the reciprocal, quotient, double and half
angle identities, and all Pythagorean identities.

a) Using the fact that sin2(x) + cos2(x) = 1 to prove that tan2(x) + 1 = sec2(x)
b) Use trig identities, the unit circle, and algebra to solve trig equations like:

10sin2(x) – 9cos(x) – 12 = 0

Basic Algebra Skills:
GOAL:  To develop facility with these skills so that (with or without a calculator)
you can spend your time thinking about calculus not algebra!
13) Simplify or rationalize as needed:

a. - b. +3𝑥
 (𝑥+1)

4

𝑥2 –1

2𝑥 + 3  
(𝑥−2)  

3𝑥
(𝑥 + 2)

c. + - d. +2
𝑥 + 3

𝑥

𝑥2 + 5𝑥 + 6

2𝑥
𝑥+2

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ)
5𝑐𝑜𝑠 (θ)

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (θ)
5𝑠𝑖𝑛 (θ)

e. f. g.15𝑥
5−𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥)

13𝑎
5−𝑎

1
7

14)  Simplify:
a) x4 x15 b) (x3)5 c)  3(x4)8 d) (3x4)5

e) f) 20𝑥5 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝑥) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝑥)



15)  Solving equations is an ESSENTIAL skill in Calculus. Do not be fooled by the
small number of examples here!
Solve – Using ALGEBRA – do not just graph and find the intersections:
a) 144 = 5x2 – 8x + 11 b) 0 = 9x5 + 72x2 + 4x4 + 32x c) 450 = x2 – 35x

d) 0 = 5x3 + 45x2 – 20x e)  15 = 10(3(4x – 10)) – 25 f) -4 ln(5x + 2) = 11

g) 0 = (5x + 2)(3x – 1) h) 0 = (x – 2)(x – 3) i) x2 – 5x + 6 = 0

j) 0 = ex(x2 – 1) k) 0 = exx2 - ex

16)  For each set of given information, write the equation that represents the situation.

a) p is directly proportional to z.  When p = 7, z = 21.
b) t is inversely proportional to n.  When t = 45, n = 3.
c) A population of bears doubles every 20 years. In year 5, the population was 550 bears.
d) The diagonal of a square can be found using the expression 3x2 + 5.  What is the area
of the square?
e) A line which goes through the points (5, 7) and (19, -45).
f) A line with a slope of 4/5 that goes through the point (2, 3.6)
g) A line perpendicular to 3x – 4y = 7 which goes through the point (21, 11.3).

17) Without a calculator, using rules of logs or exponents determine if the first value is
greater than, less than or equal to the second value.

a) ln 49 vs. 3ln7
b) log1321328 vs log21024
c) eln15 vs 84/3

d) ln(7/4) vs ln(7/5)

18. Write the explicit functions implicit in the equation – i.e.:  solve for y:
3x2 – 5y2 = 21

19.  Find the inverse function for y = sin(5x + 7) – 35
12.5

20.  If f(x) = 2x3 – 14 and g(x) = 4√(3x +5) evaluate:

a) f(10) b) g(10) c)f(g(2)) d)f2(-3) e) g-1(g(12))



21. Factoring and use of the zero product rule.
Factor:
a)  4ex + exsin(x) b) sin(x)tan(x) – cos(x)sin(x) c) 4a – 5 abc3

d)  4a2 – 5abc3 e) x2 + 11x + 28 f) x3- 1 g) x2 – 144

h)  36a2 – 49b2 i) 4x3 + 44x2 + 112 j)  2x2 + 11x + 12

k)  x3 – 4x2 + x – 4 l) 2x3 + 20 x2 + 5x + 50 m) 3x6 – 5y8

Solve:  ex + ex sin(x) = 0

22.  Rules of exponents:
a) Why is x2x6 = x8? b)  Why is x-4 = 1/x4? c) Why is (x2)6 = x12?

c) simplify:  exec d)  simplify:  (e2x)5

e)  write as  product:  e(4x + A)

Calculator Skills:
GOAL:  To be able to use the tool to support your mathematical thinking.
You should be familiar with these skills.  If necessary, review your owner’s manual to
understand how to perform each function.

23.  The graph of y = sin(x)/ex is shown below on the window shown.  Based on the
window below, how many zeros does the function have on [0,10]?
Explain why this calculator screen does not provide a good indication of the zeros on
the interval.  How many zeros should you have on the interval?  How do you know?
How could you “see” these zeros by adjusting the calculator?



24.  Give step by step instructions for graphing
y = |x|, y = [x] (The greatest integer function)

25. Solve by graphing.  State all steps.

tan-1(x) = x2 + 2x – 3

26.  Enter the data below into a list.  Plot the data. Determine which two types of
functions from the list below are most likely to be the correct function.  Perform a
regression for each kind of function.  Store the function using the VARS key.  Graph
the plot and the functions.  Visually, which is best? Using your R2 values from the
regressions, which is best?  Does the result confirm your visual choice?  If you do not
see the r2 value on your screen, learn how to turn on the diagnostics and re-do this
problem.  State the best function below.  Do not round constant values.

x -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
y 11.526 -2.6 -4.6 -2.6 10.714 51.165 139.4

27.  Enter the following functions in your “y =” window.
f(x) = y1 = sin(x) g(x) = y2 = -3x2 + 5

Store the value 12.314 in A and the value -4.56 in B.

Now, using the VARS menu, evaluate the following on your home screen.
a) f(A) b) g(4B) c)5f(20) – 3g(2B)

28.  Enter h(x) = x3 + 9 into y1.
Then, evaluate the following:
a) y1(2), b)  y1

-1(2), c) [y1(2)]-1,

29.  Explain why the expressions in 28b and 28 c are NOT equivalent.

30. Explain why the expression in 28c IS equivalent to 1/17.

31.  Write the equation of the line through (2, -7) and (14, 219)
a. in slope-intercept form (y = mx + b)
b. point – slope form [(y- y1) = m(x – x1)]
c. standard form Ax + By = C



32.  Make a geometry review sheet by reviewing or finding the formulas for:
Area: circle, rectangle, triangle (look for the simplified version for equilateral

triangles), parallelogram, trapezoid
Surface Area: Cylinder, sphere
Volume: sphere, right pyramid, right circular cone, cylinder,

Limits are an essential part of the underlying concepts of Calculus.  Here are some
problems to help you review your understanding of limits.

1.  Evaluate each limit using ALGEBRAIC methods. Then, graph the function of your
calculator.  Sketch your graph and briefly explain how the graph verifies your algebraic
answer.

a. b. c.
𝑥  − 6

lim
→

𝑥2−36
𝑥+6  

𝑥  2
lim
→

𝑥2+ 𝑥 −6
𝑥−2  

𝑥  0
lim
→

2𝑥
𝑥  

2.  Evaluate the limit graphically.  (Sketch your graph.)  Then, verify your answer using a
table.  Briefly explain how the table verifies your graphical result.

a. b.
𝑥  0
lim
→

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑥)
𝑥  

𝑥 ∞ 
lim
→

(1 + 1
𝑥 ) 

𝑥
  

3.  Interpret the graph below to evaluate the statements below.  Each grid line is one unit.

f(X)



5.  Sketch a graph that meets the conditions below:
● g(x) is concave up on (-∞, -5) and (-5, 0)
● g(-5) = -3
● g(x) is decreasing on (0,4)
● g(x) is increasing on (4,7)
● And these:

●

● g(x) is continuous except where indicated by the conditions stated above.

From the Text:
Read Chapter 1.  Do the following problems and be prepared to submit them with
this packet on the first day of school.  Be sure to follow directions regarding
calculator use.  Show all work in a complete and organized manner.



Pg. 11 # 47 – 52
pg. 21 # 57 – 62
pg. 28 # 41 – 46
pg. 29 #1-4
pg. 35 # 37 – 42
pg. 45 # 52-57
pg. 54 # 50 – 55
pg. 55 # 1-4
pg. 57 # 68 - 70

Remaining Questions:
In your notebook, record any questions you have about the basic skills you have
reviewed.  Be sure your questions are clear, refer to a specific question or skill and
are detailed so that the discussion in class the first few days can be productive.

Key Skills List (embedded in the summer assignment)
- Factoring
- Distribution
- Order of operations
- Arithmetic of fractions
- Function notation
- Composition of functions
- Finding inverse functions
- Right triangle trigonometry
-Writing equations of lines in all three forms
- Solving for a variable using the zero product rule, graphing and the quadratic
formula
- Identification of and understanding of characteristics of basic functions
- Basic geometric formulas


